PLAN OPTIONS:

Extended Deadlines for Plan Sponsors

The federal government is giving employees and plan sponsors latitude
when it comes to retirement plan distributions, loans, discretionary
matches and amendment deadlines. The following highlight some of the
ways plan sponsors and employees may seek financial relief during this
crisis caused by the coronavirus, as well as what plan sponsors should
consider in the case of partial plan termination or employee severance.
Act). Employees must self-certify that they meet
the requirements for a distribution or loan. As a plan
sponsor, you may want to make employees aware
that there are differences between federal and state
taxation of the distribution. Depending on the state,
there could be a state tax liability that could have a
material impact on participants.

Employer Contribution Deadlines Are Extended

Loans and Distributions Are Optional
According to the IRS, it’s optional as to whether
plan sponsors allow loans and distributions to help
provide financial relief for its participants. If they
do choose to make these options available, the
deadline for plan amendments has been extended
to the last day of the first plan year beginning on
or after Jan. 1, 2022, so for calendar-year plans,
the deadline to amend plans is Dec. 31, 2022. This
offers plan sponsors some flexibility in being able to
provide participants relief right away but gives them
time to amend their plans.
As a reminder, if allowed by the plan, eligible
participants may withdraw, penalty free, up to
$100,000 between Jan. 1, 2020 and Dec. 31, 2020.
As far as loans, If allowed by the plan, participants
can take a loan equal to the lesser of $100,000 or
100% of their vested account balance. This only
applies to loans made on or before September 23,
2020 (180 days following enactment of the CARES
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The federal government is delaying plan
contribution deadlines—any contribution due
in calendar year 2020 (including quarterly
contributions) has a delayed due date of Jan. 1, 2021.
Employers must pay interest on delayed
contributions, from the original due date to
payment date, using the effective rate of interest in
the plan year that includes the payment date.
For non-calendar year plans, the effective rate of
interest could be different for contributions due in
2020, depending on which plan year they are due.
For example, payment for a plan year ended June
30, 2020 could use a different rate than the first
quarterly contribution due for a plan year ended
June 30, 2021.

Flexibility on Discretionary Matches
If a plan’s document says the match is discretionary,
plan sponsors can decide whether or not to
contribute a match and that makes the decision
to suspend the match simpler. In this case, plan
sponsors can suspend their match right away.

However, with safe harbor 401(k) or 403(b) plans,
plan sponsors must give a 30-day notice to plan
participants that the match will be suspended, and
the plan sponsor cannot start to suspend the match
until after the 30 days. Either way, plan participants
should be notified if a plan sponsor suspends
a match. During this time, with people working
remotely or if they are laid off or furloughed, plan
sponsors should work with their providers to help
ensure notices are delivered.
Whether the plan document has to be amended
depends on the language in the plan document;
if there is a specific match formula in the plan
document, it will have to be amended by the end of
the plan year.

Partial Plan Termination
According to IRS guidance, a partial termination is
presumed to occur when more than 20% of plan
participants are terminated in a particular year.
This might be a likely scenario for small businesses
affected by the coronavirus. Once a partial
termination is triggered, affected participants must
be 100% vested in benefits accrued as of the partial
termination date. This is true for partial terminations
of defined contribution as well as defined benefit
(DB) plans.

Severance-related Distributions
The determination of whether an individual has
severed employment is based on the facts and
circumstances. If there’s a reasonable expectation
the individual will return to work, there is no
severance. However, if a plan sponsor determines
that a severance has occurred, it is an event that
triggers a distribution for most plans and could
accelerate loan repayment. It could also result in
partial plan termination and full vesting. If there is
no severance, none of the above apply.

Partner With the RPS Team
The Retirement Plan Solutions team at Mariner
Wealth Advisors can offer advice on what type
of coronavirus relief your plan might provide as
well as guidance on plan amendments. We are
also monitoring the Department of Labor updates
regarding the potential extension of other planrelated deadlines. We understand that navigating
the new rules under the new legislation can be
challenging, so please reach out to our team for
assistance to help ensure your plan meets plan and
compliance requirements.
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